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Regents endorse ‘anorexic’ education, students say
By David Carlchuff
Kaimin Reporter

Raising the cost of credits that do not apply to a degree would
hurt the chances of getting a complete college education for
many, several UM students told the Board of Regents on campus
Thursday.
ASUM Student Complaint Officer John Crocker said under
graduate study usually takes longer than the conventional four
years, unless the student chooses the “anorexic, bulemic style of
education” in which they do not digest information but simply
“regurgitate it up again.”
The regents heard concerns at UM about their plan for
bringing Montana colleges and universities up to the level of

comparable peer institutions.
UM President George Dennison said the “voucher pro
gram ,” a proposal to charge more for credits that are not needed
to graduate, was the only one of the 10 proposals being
considered by the regents which UM has not agreed upon at
least in part.
Junior Kathleen Self said she could not afford to pay extra
for the additional credits she has taken.
“I’ve changed my major three times,” she said.
“That’s one of the things I enjoy doing more than anything
else: going to college,” she added.
Students often take extra, unessential classes to meet the
federal financial aid eligibility of 12 credit hours during a
semester, Self said.

Freshman Ronald Killey said the financial aid re
quirement increases the time students attend the univer
sity.
“If we could get around that, some of us would make
it through in four years,” he said.
Other UM students told the regents that eligibility for
admission to UM and other Montana universities should
not be based solely on residency status and high school
achievement.
“The cost of our education needs to be considered,”
nonresident and nontraditional student Killey told the
regents. “A lot of us are coming from out of state. I’m
trying to get off the streets, from being homeless.”
See "Regents,” Page 12

Vandals
damage
golf course
By David Carlchuff
Kaimin Reporter

Obscene messages carved
into the ninth green of the
UM Golf Course may have
been the work of a disgruntled
course staff member or a
player unhappy with the raise
in fees, the investigating po
lice officer said Thursday.
“It sounded to me like they
were protesting the raise in
green fees,” UM Police offi
cer Ray Robinson said. “It
appeared they were protest
ing the whole thing, the man
agement I think it was some
body who plays golf out there
who’s unhappy with the man
agement”
Robinson said he re
sponded to a call around 7:45
a.m. Thursday from the
course’s pro shop manager
Bob Crandall, who said he
found out about the damage
from some morning golfers.
The damage was repaired in
about three hours and cost
about
$200,
said
groundskeeper
Kevin
Verlanic.
At around 10 a.m., a fe
male caller who refused to
identify herself told the
Kaimin that the damage was
caused by someone angry
over the management of the
course and the fee raises last
fall brought about by UM
Dean of Students Barbara
Hollmann.
Hollmannn said she helped
adjust golfing rates, but knew
nothing about the vandalism.
UM Golf Course Manager
Rudy Baranko said he was
unaware of anyone bearing
resentment toward the man
agement.
“From a management
standpoint, the biggest thing
that we have heard is just con
cern with cost,” he said. “I
haven’t had any problems
with any of the staff.”
Dan Liebhart, a student
and part-time employeeat the
course, said the staff and man
agement are on good terms.

HEATHER MCCARTER (left) clings to the side of the Grizzly Pool Thursday as she waits for the backstroke heat to begin.
Karl Yonce, junior in elementary education, swims alongside the Special Olympians in case they need assistance.

Dennison to look into student funds transfer
By Karen Coates
Kaimin Reporter

A campus committee has asked
UM President George Dennison to
investigate transfers totaling
$75,000 from student funds held in
the auxiliary services accounts to
UM’s facilities at Yellow Bay and
to help pay for the renovation of
campus tennis courts.
Russ Killham, a member of the

Auxiliary Services Committee, said
UM administrators have transferred
$35,000 from auxiliary services ac
counts to the Yellow Bay Food Ser
vice since December 1990. How
ever, he said Yellow Bay was taken
off the list of auxiliaries at the rec
ommendation of Commissioner of
Higher Education John Hutchinson.
Killham said another $40,000
was transferred from one auxiliary
account directly into the tennis court

account. However, he said that
money first should have gone into a
separate account for Dennison’s
approval, but it didn’t
Yet Dennison said he approved
of the $40,000 transfer because it is
a loan that eventually will be repaid
by use of the courts and fundraisers.
“It was not done in violation of
the controls we have in place,” he
said.
Denn ison also said parts ofUM’s

Yellow Bay unit are considered
auxiliaries. Auxiliary money comes
from self-supporting entities such
as the dorms. He said the Yellow
Bay biological station at Flathead
Lake is used for research and is not
an auxiliary, while the Yellow Bay
facility used for instruction is.
“Yellow Bay was always an aux
iliary,” he said.
Hutchinson said he recalls writSee "Services,” Page 2

Lectures to focus on environment, not politics
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter
This year’s Mansfield Conference is
aimed at opening people’s minds to ecologi
cal concerns, rather than engaging in political
debates on those issues, according to the UM
Mansfield Center’s acting director.
Philip West said Thursday that the
conference, which begins May 17, features a
wide variety of presentations designed to
shed light on environmental issues often left

Environmental Ethics and Policy
in the dark by ecological-political conflicts.
“Our goal is to invite the Montana commu
nity to take another look at environmental
issues,” West said. “We want to raise the level
of discussion above more familiar political
debates, to reflect more than to argue.”

The lecture series is free and open to the
public, and all presentations will be held in the
Montana Theatre.
Carolyn Merchant, professor of conserva
tion and resource studies at the University of
California at Berkeley, will open the confer
ence by discussing origins of environmental
values. She will speak on May 17 at 7:30 p.m.
Lawrence Susskind, professor of urban
studies and planning at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, will give a presentaSee "Mansfield," Page 12
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Wildlife Film Festival
winners to show Saturday
By Ranch Erickson
Kaimin Reporter

To prom otc greater earth a ware ness and to get people thinking
about the upcoming Earth Summit
in Brazil, six winners from
Missoula’s International Wildlife
Film Festival will be shown this
weekend, according to a press re
lease.
The films reflect different areas
of the globe and a variety of animal
species. All of them placed at this
year’s festival in March. The Stu
dent Chapter of the IWFF is spon
soring the event, which will be held
Saturday, May 16, in the Urey Lec
ture Hall.
The Earth Summit, to be held in
June in Rio de Janeiro, is an attempt
by the international community to
address worldwide environmental
concerns and develop viable solu
tions to various ecological prob
lems.
“Catch Me If You Can: The
Grazers,” a look into the lives of
young ungulates that took the top

award in children’s programming,
will be presented at 7 p.m. Along
with that film, “Anima Mundi”
and “Crater of the Rain God” will
be shown. The latter film received
second runner-up overall at the
festival.
At 9 p.m., “Cougar Ghost of
the Rockies,” the story of a female
mountain lion in Idaho and her
kittens, will be viewed. That film
placed first in the best music cat
egory. “The Secret Worldof Bats,”
which took top place in the televi
sion documentary non-series divi
sion, will also be shown with the
cougar story. In addition to those
films, “Barnacles Tell No Lies,” a
humorous musical portrayal of the
fate of barnacles, will also be
shown at 9 p.m. That film won the
top award in the music video cat
egory at the festival.
Tickets for each set of films are
$3 for students and senior citizens,
$2 for children and $4 for general
admission. Passes to both show
ings are also available for $5
apiece.

Services
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ing a memo recommending that auxiliary services
revenues from one area not be used to subsidize

another area.
However, he is not aware of the circumstances
involved in the Yellow Bay transfers, and he said
he will have to look into it
Yet Hutchinson said money could be trans

ferred in case of an emergency.
Killham said the money may have been used to

cover a deficit in the Yellow Bay budget at the time
but Yellow Bay had $68,000 in its account in
March.
Therefore, he said, any money that was trans
ferred in the past should be repaid to the auxiliary
services accounts.
Dennison said he has asked the Controller’s
Office for a full report on these transfers and will
look into them.

MONTANA KAIMIN
is accepting applications for, Reporters,
Design Editor, News Editors, Photography
Editor, Sports Editor, Arts Editor, Copy Editor,
Photographers and Sports Reporter for the
1992-93 school year.
Applications available in Jour 206. Due
back Wed., May 27 by 5:00 p.m.
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CAROLYN MERCHANT

LAWRENCE SUSSKIND

Professor, University of California at Berkeley, Department of
Conservation and Resource Studies

Professor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Department of

“Nature and Environmental Values:
An Historical Perspective”
Sunday, May 17, 7:30

“Environmental Values and Dispute Resolution

Urban Studies and Planning

,

„

Monday, May 18, 1:00

Joint presentations by Montana's Representatives to the 102nd
session of the U.S. Congress

PAT WILLIAMS & RON MARLENEE
Reflections on Nature as Resource and Home”

Monday, May 18, 7:30

VANDANA SHIVA

Director of the Research Foundation for Science, Technology and

Natural Resource Policy, India

Environmental Values in Traditional Societies"
Tuesday, May 19, 1:00

EEHIWi
322 N Higgins

ECONOMY STORE

721-1315

BRUCE BABBITT

Governor of Arizona, 1978-1987; Candidate for the Democra
Part)' presidential nomination, 1988.

“America’s Role in Shaping Global Env ironmen
Policy in the 1990’s”
Tuesday, May 19, 7:30

UCE BABBITTS LECTURE IS THE TWENTY-SECOND MANSFIELD LECTURE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
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University of Montana Foundation

__ _ a Sen^fous gift from the Burlington FIorthem Foundation
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PRE-APPROVAL FROM FORD CREDIT AND
$500 CASH BACK FROM FORD FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES
FROM BITTERROOT MOTORS
Your scholarship — which means "a lot of
hard work" — earned you a degree.
It's also earned you the opportunity to start
your career with a new set of wheels... $500 Ford
factory cash back... and pre-approved credit!*
All you need is a Bachelor's or advanced
degree earned between October 1, 1990 and De

cember 31, 1992... (you're also eligible if you're
currently enrolled in graduate school)... a deci
sion to purchase or lease... and to take delivery
by December 31, 1992.
So let your scholarship earn another one
from us... $500 cash back... and credit that’s
pre-approved!

FORD CREDIT GETS YOU GOING

• Pre-approved credit
requires verifiable employment
within 120 days of vehicle purchase £
or lease, with a salary sufficient
to cover ordinary living expenses
and vehicle payments. A prior
credit history is not necessary
but, if there is one, it must
indicate payments made as agreed.

COLLa-

jfP

Hwy 93 South • 251-2525

_ **

OpinioN

Montana Kaimin, Friday. May 15,1992

Guest column by Patrick McCleary, Brittney McKay and Jaff St. Peter

Editorial Board
Gina Boysun, Joe Kolman
Kathy McLaughlin, Dave Zelio
Editorials reflect the views of the board.
Columns and letters reflect the views of the author.

EDITORIAL

Auxiliary funds
management
demand better
guidelines
On today’s front page there is a story on those pesky,
confusing auxiliary services funds. Funds collected from
students at registration, funds used to pay for non-academic
student services like the UC and residence halls.
Funds that clearly demand better management guide
lines.
According to a review committee, $35,000 worth of
transfers from auxiliaries to an account serving UM’s Yel
low Bay Food Service on Flathead Lake smells fishy. And
another $40,000 to cover construction costs of UM’s tennis
courts apparently did not go through the proper channels of
review before being transferred.
There is some confusion between the committce and UM
President George Dennison as to what constitutes an “aux
iliary”:
Committee: The Yellow Bay transfers were “im
proper,” since Commissioner of Higher Education John
Hutchinson said Yellow Bay is no longer an auxiliary.
Dennison: No, no, that’s not right. Parts of the
Yellow Bay “unit” are considered auxiliaries, like the in
structional facility. But the biological station itself is not an
auxiliary. [Doesn’t the Food Service serve both?]
Hutchinson: Hmmmm, I remember a memo about
that, something about recommending that auxiliary services
revenues from one area not be used to subsidize another
area. But money may be transferred in case of an emergency
[?] and, anyway, I’m not that familiar with the specifics.
Committee: Say, that $40,000 for the tennis courts
should have gone into a review account before you ap
proved it, President Dennison.
Dennison: Maybe so, but it’s just a loan that will
be repaid by fundraisers and court tournaments. [But you
also said there is less than $10,000 in the “repayment fund”]
(Flashback)
On November 16,1990, the day Dennison was inaugu
rated as UM’s president, an ugly report appeared on the
front page of the Kaimin: a review committee was alleging
fiscal “mismanagement” of the university’s auxiliary ser
vices accounts. The report cried foul at $ 1.13 million worth
of transactions from the funds to pay for:
•Reconstruction of Domblaser Field,
•’’Deficit reduction” of other UM funds,
•Retrenchment (whatever that was) and,
•Covering an account for the Washington-Grizzly sta
dium bond.
Though the transactions were technically legal, they
were found to be “inappropriate or ill-advised,” considering
that fire codes and disability access issues were put on hold.
The committee’s report, submitted to the Board of Regents,
slowly faded into obscurity, despite an ASUM resolution
asking the regents to forbid “non-essential” transfers from
the funds until fire codes and disability access violations are
met.
(Welcome back)
Clearly, that resolution was not enough to forestall
auxiliary transfers to such essentials as, say, the tennis
courts.
What the 1992 review committee is justifiably upset
about (besides the possibility that accounting rules may be
being overlooked) is that these “transfers” may become a
permanent loan, with no real guarantee of repayment.
How long will it be before there is another sickening
sense of deja vu about UM’s management of its auxiliary
funds?
Like the review committee, we would like to see an
independent audit of the auxiliary accounts authorized by
President Dennison. More importantly, we would like a
clear definition of who’s responsible for management deci
sions of student money. It doesn’t seem to be students.

— Dave Zelio

Vote no to business building proposal
Wednesday and Thursday, ASUM
will present on its general election
ballot a referendum asking if students
support the Cloverbowl as the site of
a new business building.
We urge you to vote No.
It is fair for students to ask them
selves why ASUM felt compelled to
place the issue on the ballot. The
answer lies in the selection process.
The consequences of this rather hasty,
short-sighted decision will impact the
campus negatively and permanently.
What we truly find appalling about
this process and decision is that the
primary group impacted by the loss
of the Cloverbowl will be students.
A student vote on this referendum
will be used by ASUM to either ap
prove the Cloverbowl site for a new
Business Administration building or
push for the decision process to re
vert back to the committee to select a
new site. Student input to this point
has not yet been solicited.
Let us explain.
In 1987, a master plan for the
Cloverbowl was adopted by UM. In
1989, this plan was reaffirmed and
included in the Campus Master De
velopment Plan. Thecumulative work
entailed considerable administrative,
engineering and design costs. The
plan was not used effectively as a
guide in the decision-making process
this winter which resulted in the ten
tative site selection of the Cloverbowl.
Yet, its intended use was to guide
future development decisions.
The Campus Development Plan
very explicitly outlines the future
designated use of the Cloverbowl:
Campus Recreation.
It says: “There is no readily avail
able on-campus alternative to the
Cloverbowl for scheduled active out
door recreation. ”
Anticipating the current decision,
the plan states, “the Cloverbowl area
is not needed as a location for future
buildings. There is adequate area on
campus for projected building needs.”
In summary, it says, “it is recom
mended that the Cloverbowl be im
proved to a well-graded, grass play
ing field... the improvements should
include expanding the usable field
area.”
A common argument heard in fa
vor of the Cloverbowl site is that
there are no alternative sites for a new
building. We can respond by calling
attention to the numerous building
sites which have been identified in

the Campus Development Plan.
They are; the area north of Rankin
Hall, the area now occupied by the
Math building and the Alumni Center,
the area north of the Social Science
building and the northwest comer of
campus.
We might point out that all of these
sites would impact current campus use
to a lesser degree than the loss of the
Cloverbowl. But none of these sites
was chosen, or perhaps they were never
seriously considered.
On February 3,1992, after consid
erable discussion, the Campus Devel
opment Committee chose the Clover-

ln
President
Dennison’s March 9
memo to CDC stating
his support of the
Cloverbowl site, he
writes, ‘The university
can more easily locate
and maintain alterna
tive intramural fields to
replace
the
Cloverbowl than deal
with the traffic and
parking problems that
will ensue from selec
tion of the University
Hall site. ”
bowl as the new site on a 5-4 vole.
Since this was the first CDC meeting
of the quarter, and there was little
advance notification, both students on
the committee were unaware that a
vote would be held. Both were absent.
Following that meeting, no other
committee action was taken on the
Business building site. On March 9,
President Dennison sent a memo to all
members of the committee with his
formal support of the Cloverbowl site.
In one month, the Cloverbowl, the
campus master plan and considerable
administrative resources were dis
carded in the name of expediency.
The impact of the decision is fairly
explicit. Campus Recreation will be
forced to another location, probably
near Domblaser Field.
Campus Recreation will be affected

by the loss of outdoor recreation on cam
pus as students, particularly dorm resi
dents, will now have to commute to their
games.
As a matter of university planning
and development the precedent is clear.
Long term building and planning do not
exist.
But there is much more than develop
ment plans, decision-processes and des
ignated uses of space. Open, grassy area
retains value beyond its use; beyond its
functional utility. The Cloverbowl has
weeds and dirt patches. Yet it is attrac
tive because it has been left undevel
oped. On our campus where more space
is designated for parking, the Cloverbowl
stands as an eccentricity, a strange token
of our desire to retain an open , natural
environment on campus. Its value, in
aesthetic terms, only adds to its worth as
a utilized space for recreational activi
ties.
What makes this point so important is
the final two site recommendations: the
parking lot behind Main Hall and the
Cloverbowl.
In President Dennison’s March 9
memo to CDC stating his support of the
Cloverbowl site, he writes, “The univer
sity can more easily locate and maintain
alternative intramural fields to replace
the Cloverbowl than deal with the traffic
and parking problems that will ensue
from selection of the University Hall
site.”
As we see it, the argument says that
the loss of parking behind Main Hall will
have to be replaced, but so will the loss of
recreation fields. Since recreation fields
are cheaper and easier to replace, the
Cloverbowl is the appropriate site for
the new building. This is true if one
assumes that the only solution to parking
problems is building more spaces. We
don’t buy it
The Cloverbowl cannot be replaced.
Only its function can. The open space of
the Cloverbowl will be lost with a new
B usiness Administration Building on the
site.
We all recognize the need of a new
business building. Additionally, we all
real ize this building will serve other academic needs in the present and distant
futures. We cannot fathom why that ad
dition must come at the expense of the
Cloverbowl.
Elections are Wednesday, May 20
and Thursday, May 21. We urge you to
vote NO on the referendum.
Patrick McCleary, Brittney McKay
and Jeff St. Peter are UM students and
members of the ASUM Senate.

Letters to the editor
Regents
not smart

am not a forester per se, but I do
fight fires June-September. I will be
forced to complete my graduate
work by taking classes during Spring
Editor.
semester only, unless the Regents
Well no shit, Sherlock! Did
can lose their stubbornness and ‘OK’
the Kaimin just figure out that
a September start Judging by James
the semester transition was going Lopach’s comment in the Kaimin,
to hurt forestry students? Heck, however, “... (starting in September)
more than three years ago,
is not what the Regents wanted...”,
outdoor workers, ranging from
this may be a moot poinL
students to professors to Forest
Although at this point the
Service employers, were
transition is said and done, I can’t
predicting this job problem that resist an opportunity to point out
is now afflicting the forestry
failures in the Regents’ logic. It
school. The Regents knew this, seems that the primary reason
but with their infinite wisdom
behind the semester transition is to
and “bend 'em over and give it make UM more like other universi
to ’em dry” attitude toward
ties around the land. Peer pressure at
students they decided to go
its finest! The flaw is that UM is
ahead with semesters.
inherently different from most other
It wasn’t mentioned in the
state universities. We have a wide
Kaimin article, but by no means base of outdoor workers, foresters
are the foresters the only ones
and non-foresters alike, which
getting boned by the Regents.1 differs from the employment bases

of schools such as the U of Illinois.
For UM to adopt policies in
order to be more like other universi
ties is like Missoula trying to be
more like Chicago by adopting
Chicago’s water supply system. The
problem is that Chicago’s water
supply system is based off of Lake
Michigan; Missoula’s is based off of
an aquifer. They are so inherently
different that no matter how much
Missoula wants to be like Chicago
(or any big city), adopting of certain
Chicago policies will not work.
Secondly, attempts by the
Regents to cap enrollment at
Montana universities have made
headlines. It seems that we do not
have space for Montana students, yet
they go to great lengths to make it
easier for out-of-state students to
transfer in. Does this logic sound
twisted to you too?
Steen Simonsen
senior, geology

Montana Kaimin. Friday, May 15,1992

Lysistrata

The sex is good but long
Nick Baker
Kaimin Arts Editor

Like the rampant erections sported
by the military types in the UM pro
duction of Lysistrata, the play is a bit
long—but good for some prurient
laughs.
The play tells how women end a
war by refusing to have sex until men
agree to stop fighting and sign an
armistice. From the moment the audi
ence is marched into the Montana
Theatre en mass to the beat of the
Marsolek brothers’ drums there are
plenty of laughs and (simulated) over
sized sex organs. At times it seems
that every line of the Aristophanes’
comedy has a sexual second meaning
and, though the approximately 450
folks in the audience Wednesday
evening only caught about half the
puns and innuendos, there was hardly
a moment without at least a chuckle or
guffaw from the crowd.
Director Roily Meinholz has cho
sen to do Lysistrata as a broad (no pun
intended) farce—he even throws in
some Three Stooges material—and
he says that’s the way Aristophanes
intended it “The Greeks glorified sex
in their plays,” he says. “They saw it
as an important part of life.”
Theaudience took mostof the sexual
material in stride, but some audibly
expressed disgust when a Grecian
woman masturbated with a banana.
The set a stark stone wall with a
wide portal in the center, is like the
stage of a Grecian amphitheater and
the steep curved seating of the Mon
tana Theatre reinforces that effect
There is no curtain and the actors play
to the very front of the stage and even
into the audience.
The cast uses the open feeling of
the set effectively. Before the show,
the Marsolek brothers conduct the au

dience in a sing-along. During in
termission the choruses sit on the
edge of the stage and taunt the
audience, and on Wednesday night,
one of the women’s chorus wan
dered into the audience, sat on a
man’s lap and started kissing him.
“What’s your name?” she asked.
“Arnold,” he replied.
From the stage a man shouted,
“You’ve got the wrong guy.” A
man a few seats away waved, and
the woman moved over to his lap.
“I don ’ t think she had the wrong
guy,” Arnold said, laughing.
The cast, their faces masked
with heavy makeup and their bod
ies swathed in padded, flesh-col
ored costumes that parody the hu
man figure, did an excellent job.
Lysistrata (Anne-Marie Williams)
and the Commissioner (Mike
Sears), with his cow-skull
codpiece, were especially good.
So were the choruses (and the cho
rus leaders, Amy Davis and Chris
topher Moll) who made things
lively with their constant nattering
and chattering in the background.
But women have come a long
way, baby, since Lysistrata was
written, and the message that’s
mixed with the sex and laughs is a
little stale. When the chorus sings,
“No amount of know-how can lick
a woman’s knack,” they mean,
among other things, that the women
have outwitted the men and ended
a war.
Butthat victory doesn’tchange
the women’s roles in their society.
They return home to tend kids and
keep house. They’ll be good little
wifeys, just as they were before.
Aristophanes just didn’tgetit—
but the sex is good and the play’s a
lot of fun.
Lysistrata: see calendar for info.

Arts Calendar
Fri. 5/15
Lysistrata, a UM Theatre production, Mon
tana Theatre, 8 p.m. $9 general, S8 senior
citizens.
Darcy Parrett, flutist. Music Recital Hall,
8 p.m. Free.
Box o’ Squash, acoustic music. Red Lion
outside on the River, 4-8 p.m. Free.
Raymond Lee Parker, piano jazz. Old
Post Pub, 9:30 p.m. No cover.

Moonlighters, blues & jazz. Union Club,
9:30 p.m. No Cover.
Charlie Musselwhite, Chicago blues. Top
Hat, 10 p.m. $5.

Sailcats, R&R. Jay’s Upstairs, 10 p.m. No
cover.
Sat, 5/16

Lysistrata. See 5/15 entry.
Anne Marie Kelly, pianist Music Recital
Hall, 8 p.m. Free.
Box o’Squash.accoustic. Maxwell’s, 10
p.m. No cover.
Sailcats, R&R. Jay’s Upstairs, 10 p.m. No
cover.
Gypsy Fishermen, original R&B. Top Hat,
10 p.m. No cover.
Raymond Lee Parker, piano jazz, Old
Post Pub, 9:30 p.m. No cover.
Sun. 5/17
Missoula Symphony Orchestra, Pops
Concert Wilma Theatre, 8 p.m. Tickets
from $5 to $16.50, but scarce. 721-3194
for info.
James Welch and Ripley Schemm, Sec

ond Wind Reading Series. Old Post Pub,
7:30 p.m. No cover.
James Hersch, folksinger. Crystal The
atre, 8 p.m. $5.
Alan Okowagawa, breakfast piano jazz.
Food For Thought, 9:30 a.m.-noon. No
cover.
Benefit for Katherine, Jamaican Reggae.
Top Hat,4 p.m. $4.
Mon. 5/18
Eightball Tourney. Top Hat, 10 p.m.
Young Rep meets in Schreiber Gym annex
at 5:15 p.m.
Parallel Junction, classic accoustic rock.
The Rhino, 10 p.m. No cover.

Tues. 5/19
“Charlie Russell’s Yarns,” Raphael
Christy’s one-man impersonation of
Montana’s favorite artist. Urey Lec
ture Hall, 7:30 p.m. $2.
The Blue Mountain Boys, bluegrass.
Coffeehouse Concert, UC Lounge, 7
p.m. Free.

Spring Choral Concert. Music Recital
Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

Heartland, R&R. The Rhino, 10 p.m.
No cover.
Box o’ Squash, accoustic music. Food
for Thought, 8:30 p.m. No cover.
Psyclones, rockabilly. Top Hat, 10p.m.
No cover.
Wed. 5/20
Wendell Berry, reading. Teller Wild
life Refuge, Corvallis, 7:30 p.m. Phone
243-6486 for info. Free.
J. Mark Dudick & Kathy Dunne, fic
tion and poetry reading. Botany 307,5
p.m. Free.
Raymond Lee Parker, piano jazz, Old
Post Pub, 9:30 p.m. No cover.
Bluegrass Jam, Top Hat, 10 p.m. No
cover.
Wild Trout. Maxwell’s, 10 p.m. no
cover.
The Ganders, accoustic music. The
Rhino, 10 p.m. No cover.
Thur. 5/21
Box o’ Squash, accousticmusic. Buck’s
Club-outside, 6-9 p.m. Free.
Mojo Philter, accoustic classic rock,
Food for Thought, 8:30 p.m. No
cover.
Raymond Lee Parker, piano jazz, Old

Post Pub, 9:30 p.m. No cover.
Nite Snak*r, R&B. Top Hat, 10 p.m.
No Cover.
Open Mike and Jazz Emergency, po

etry reading and jazz. Slabs, 8 p.m. No
cover.
Karaoke, living legend sing-off.
Maxwell’s, 10 p.m. no cover.
The Knot Brothers, R&R. The Rhino,
10 p.m. No cover.

• Last Sunday’s University Band concert (photo above) is one of the many free musical
events offered on campus this quarter. Free offerings in the coming week include a recital
tonight at 8 p.m. by flutist Darcy Parrett, a recital Saturday at 8 p.m. by pianist Anne Marie
Kelly and the Spring Choral Concert Tuesday at 8 p.m., all in the Music Recital Hall. Also on
Tuesday is a free bluegrass Coffeehouse Concert by the Blue Mountain Boys at 7 p.m. in the
UC Lounge.
• Raphael Cristy (photo right
performs his one-man show,
Charlie Russell’s Yams, for the
last time in Missoula Tuesday
in the Underground Lecture
Hall.
For nearly eight years,
Christy, a Michigan native
and Stanford graduate, has
lived in Montana and per
formed Charlie Russell's sto
ries in 20 states, Alberta and
Australia. He has also done a
holiday show, Charlie Russell’s
Christmas Shivaree
After completing his UM
graduate degree in history this
spring, Cristy plans to work on
his PhD in history at the Univer
sity of New Mexico, Albuquer
que.
Cristy s performance of stories and anecdotes by Montana's cowboy artist is sponsored
by the UM History Club. It begins at 7:30p.m. onTuesday May 19,ln the Underground Lecture
Hall. The $2 admission will benefit the club.
{JMD}

• Lots of people actually remember the band Firefall. They probably just don't realize it.
They probably don't realize this is the band that made famous such groovy love ballads as
Just Remember I Love You/ and "Headed For a Fall.' They also probably don't realize that
“You Are the Woman/ the band's first big hit, was ninth on the American Top 40's Charts in
1976. They also probably don't realize that Firefall is coming to Missoula on May 19. But they
will.
The band, a quintet of really nice guys from Denver, will play two shows, at 8 p.m. and 11
p.m. Tuesday. The band will schmoozand croon at Buck's Club, home of the $1 brew-andburger combination, a mainstay for destitute hungry/thirsty college students. Their sound, for
those who still don't realize they remember Firefall, is a sort of mushy, mellow country rock
reminiscent of The Eagles or Paul McCartney's baby. Wings. Perhaps Fred Downing, a music
guru from Budget Tapes and CD's, summed it up best:
"They were a country rock band in the 70s. Now they're a retro-band in the 90s,' he said.
“It's a funny world.'
Despite Firefall's fame and acclaim, some would contend they still don't realize the awe
this band has struck into the hearts and ears of music fans for almost 20 years. Those folk had
probably betterjust get their tickets, for $ 12 a pop, and go be awestruck for themselves. {RE}
• Shirley Valentine makes a one-night stand-up at the Front Street Theatre next Friday night.
UM grad Jane Fellows will portray Shirley Valentine in this one-woman comedy directed by
another UM alumnus, Jonn Jorgensen.
Shirley is the sole character in the play and Fellows is the actress who brings her to life,
Jorgensen said. When they meet on common ground "the result is a reminder that theatre
is not imitation but a celebration of life/ he said.
Fellows is the current Artistic Director of the Whitefish Theatre Company. She has performed

in Missoula before with the
Montana Repertory Theatre.
Jorgensen just finished a stint
with Missoula Children's The
atre.
Shirley Valentine will be per
formed Friday only. May 22, at
the Front Street Theatre. Tick
ets are $7 atthe theatre or call
728-1911.

• The Moonlighters (photo left)
were featured at last Friday's
"Nooner' outdoor concert on
the mall between the Mans
field Library and the UC.
Today's band will be The Blue
Mountain Boys.
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MIXED HERITAGE: Multiracia'p
By Paige MikeIson
for the Kaimin

UM senior Galen Lawton’s parents are black but
as a child, he had a blond afro and blue eyes. He
inherited his Caucasian features from his ancestors
who married interracially.
Lawton, 24, didn’t know blue eyes weren’t an
African-American trait when he was a child, “because
I have a lot of dark people in my family with blue
eyes,” he said.
Lawton said he didn’t find out that there were
white people in his family until his late teens. In
addition to having white and black ancestors, he said,
he is also one-fourth
Native American.
According to a
study in the 1990
issue of the Journal
of Counseling and
Development, there
are between 1 million
and 10 million
biracial individuals in
the United States, but
the numbers are hard
to pin down since
biracial people often
identify one race.
Galen Lawton
Because multira
cial people can
choose their race, it sometimes creates an identity
crisis, according to a study in the 1991 issue of
Journal of Marriage and the Family.
“Intermarriage may have a number of negative
effects on children,” the study said. “Among the
suggested negative effects are anxiety, insecurity,
guilt, anger, depression and identity conflicts.”
Lawton said being biracial is good even though
people argue that it’s hard on children. “I think it did
nothing but make me a better person,” he explained.
Because of his mixed heritage, Lawton said, he can
relate to more people.

RACE DOESN’T matter when It comes to brotherly love. Half-brothers Adam,3, and Johnathan Rossmlll
playground while they wait for their mother, who Is In a meeting. Though Interracial marriage Is on the rise
has tripled since 1970, growing from 65,000 to 218,000) Rossmiller’s family structure Is unique to Montana
were performed in 1990.

Lawton doesn’t wish he were only one race.

“One thing, I’m glad I don’t look like everybody
else,” he said. “I have black features like my lips and
nose but then I have white features like my skin color
and my eyes.”
He said he thinks multiracial people are attractive.
“If you notice, people who are of mixed backgrounds,
like Vanessa Williams, are always attractive,” he said.
“Not always,” he amended, “But the kids are very,
very cute. This might sound corny to you, I don’t
know, but I think that’s a statement from God.
“It shows that we can and are meant to be together

and race isn’t supposed to be a boundary,” he explained. “I think the
expression in the children shows that.”
Being biracial means dealing with more than one culture. Youngee
Cho, a 38-year-old Korean has two children with her white husband,
UM Professor Phil West, 52. Cho said American culture dominates
their household.
“My first-born child spoke Korean when he was little but as soon as
he started day care and preschool, that was the end of it,” Cho said.
Her son understands Korean but he always answers in English, she
said.
Cho said that living in Missoula limits her children’s exposure to

other cultures. “We just don’t have much Korean
cultivation,” she said.
According to Montana’s Vital Records and Statis
for 1990, only .5 percent of Montana’s population is
Asian.
Cho said she’s interested in seeing how her childi
will react to their biracial identity as they get older.
Right now, however, her son brags to other children
that he’s Korean, saying, “Koreans are tough.” But I
tell his mother that he’s American. She said he has
integrated conveniently.
______
She describes her children

“It show

as half Korean and half white,
and are n
not one or the other “because
together <
they’re not really Asian and
they’re not really white,” she
supposec
explained.
ary. I thin
But some people disagree.
sion in th
Lawton said, “You can’t even
be one-eighth black and say,
shOWS th
‘Oh, I’m white.’” Society puts a
stigma on people who are
mixed, he said, because if they
see “black” then the person is
black.
Clara Rossmiller, 37, and her Nigerian husband,
Henry Igwe, 35, call their three children black, even
though they are half white. Rossmiller and her
husband are separated and their children live with he
in Missoula.
The white mother doesn’t have to explain the
differences in their races to her own children but oth<
people don’t understand, she said. “I’ve had people

IKE ROSSMILLER, 5, glancesup from reading a story. A study reported there
are between one and 10 million multiracial people in the United States.

Story and phot
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people face adversity
but wouldn’t trade their ancestry

OLA ROSSMILLER, 10, chases a classmate In a game of freeze tag on the
playground of Lowell School. Rossmlller said that Ola doesn’t really experience
racism but once a child told Ola she didn’t like “curly hair like that.”

, 13, play on the swings of the Salvation Army’s
he 1990 Census Bureau reported that the number
i state where fewer than 300 interracial marriages

s

ask me if they’re adopted,” she said, adding that she has
had to explain to other children that her children’s father
is black.

Her first child, a white son from a previous relation
ship, was in the first grade when she married Igwe. Her
son didn’t notice the difference in color at first, she said.
“He kinda noticed that later on and I just explained it’s
because (his f rothers and sister) had a different daddy
did. le’s very accepting about his other brothers
_
and sister being a different color.”
As for which culture is empha
sized in Rossmiller’s household, she
that we car
said her children are being raised as
ant to be
Americans because she doesn’t
d race isn’t
know much about Nigerian culture.
“Although,” she said, “ I do
2 be a bour
want to teach them more about their
'he expresculture. I think it’s important for a
"hildren
kid’s self-esteem to understand
n
some of their father’s side and some
of the mom’s side of the family.”
—Galen Law
Coming from a multiracial
background isn’t always a bed of
roses. “It used to bug me when I
was a kid v.
people used to tease me and I didn’t
know why,’
wton said.
Lawton s
that when he was younger, white children
called him “zebra, Oreo and panda,” while black children
called him a “piss-color nigga.”
The names that hurt the most came from black people,
the heritage Lawton identifies with. Having a strong
sense of family and high self-esteem help ward off the
pain of society’s rejection, Lawton said.

5 by Paige Mikelson

CLARA ROSSMILLER holds her son, Adam, In their kitchen. Rossmlller said
that people sometimes ask her If her children are adopted. They aren’t.

SportS

*

Alzado
dies of
cancer

He also said he used a
human growth hormone during
his comeback attempt, which
he believes helped destroy his
immune system. Even after he
stopped playing football, he
kept taking the drugs.
There was never any proof
that steroids caused Alzado’s
illness.
No autopsy was planned.

(Use Arthur Ave. entrance)

Come infora
quick byte
» la-stpre
Macintosh*
computer rental

» Laser printers
» A selection of
tending
so. (ware

* Mac classes

(

| One coupon per cuMomo. Not valid wah other oStn.
Coupon good through Seplonba 28,1992
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Friday afternoon, The Univer
sity of Montanaand Montana State
track and field athletes will get
one last chance to qualify for the
Big Sky Conference Outdoor
Championships, May 20-23, in
Boise.
UM will host MSU in the all
comers Last Chance Qualifier at
Domblaser after the Special Olym
pics athletes conclude their track
and field competition.
The Grizzlies have already
qualified over a dozen athletes in
17 events, including distance stand
out Paul Marron in the 800 meters
and the 1,500 meters and Sean
Harrington in the 110-meter
hurdles and the decathlon. Senior
thrower Paul Pallas also qualified
in both the shot put and discus, and
senior Cory Johnson will compete
in the Big Sky Championships for
the high jump and triple jump.
Marron’s partner in the dis

l g
tt¥»mpy CPfrtPT f

tances, David Morris qualified
in the 5,000 meters but will not
compete because of an injury.
Montana has asked the NCAA
for a medical redshirt year for
Morris, but no word has yet been
received on whether the NCAA
will grant the request.
On the women’s side, Helena
native Mindy Johnson is already
in the field for the Big Sky Cham
pionships in all three jumping
events and the hepthalon. John
son has the Big Sky’s fifth best
triple jump of the season with a
mark of 38-9.
Senior Patti Steinbruecker
has the best mark of the season
in the javelin with a throw of
155-6. Lady Griz basketball
player Kelly Pilcher qualified in
the javelin and the shot put.
Volleyball player Heidi Wil
liams will compete in the high
jump at the Big Sky Champion
ships. Williams qualified last
weekend with a jump of S-T in
her first meet.

LARGE EXTRAVAGANZA

nine topping pizza includes: pepperoni,
ham, mushrooms, onions, sausage, ripe
olives, ground beef, green peppers and
extra cheese.

DOMINOS
PIZZA

Fridays 8-12p.m.
Live Entertainment
Singer/Songwriter
Michael Gilboe
538 University

} *2.00 off per hour
. *<
—L.--------- a.l
j Macintoshrental

By Rebecca Louis
Sports Editor

ESQ

NARNIA COFFEE HOUSE

Open 24 hours
7»2679

NBA Playoffs

UM track athletes have
last chance to qualify

PORTLAND, Orc. (AP)—
Lyle Alzado, once among the
most feared players in profes
sional football, died Thursday
of brain cancer, a disease he
blamed on his prolonged use of
body-building steroids.
The two-time all-pro
defensive lineman died
peacefully in his sleep at home.
His wife, Kathy, was at his
side. He was 43.
The disease reduced a
mountainous athlete known for
his bone-jarring violence on the
field to a whispering shell of a
man.
Alzado had come to
Portland in March for an
innovative “blood brain
barrier” chemotherapy
treatment pioneered at Oregon
Health Sciences University. He
was able to receive the therapy
once before he came down with
pneumonia.
He was chosen in the fourth
round by Denver in 1971 and
played for the Broncos for eight
years. He played three years for
the Cleveland Browns and four
for the Los Angeles Raiders
before retiring in 1985, and
beginning an acting career. He
failed in a comeback attempt
with the Raiders in 1990.
Alzado said he began using
steroids in 1969 and spent
$20,000 to $30,000 a year on
the drug.

, 521 S. Him-Ave.
I Mwoela. MT 59001
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New YorklOO, Chicago 86 (series tied 3-3)
Utah 111, Seattle 100 (Utah wins series 4-1)
Portland 118, Phoenix 106 (Portland wins series 4-1)

Baseball
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American League

National League

Toronto 5, Seattle 4

Pittsburgh 4, Atlanta 3

HAPPY HOUR!
COUPON

$2.00 OFF
Any CD, Cassette or Sale Video
Regularly priced $7.99 and up

S

Excludes Sale Items

Good Only on Fridays
I 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
I

I
I-------------------I
I
I
expires 6/5/92
Missoula I
I
721-7610 I
no other coupons or offers apply.
I
Limited delivery areas. Drivers
I
carry only $10.00

Expires May 29,1992
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in the ASUM elections

May 20 and 21

• NEW PROGRAM •
SUMMER STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
for students not enrolled in summer sessions!
If you will be in Missoula during the summer but will not be
enrolled in summer sessions, you will now be able to pre-pay the
health fee and use the Student Health Services!
(Summer hours: 9am-12noon and lpm-4pm, Monday - Friday,
from June 15 - August 7)

Special Registration for Summer Health Service will be:

MAY 18 - 29TH ONLY (29TH IS THE LAST DAY TO REGISTER)
Register at either the Controller's Office
cashier or the Registration Center cashier.
YOU MUST PRE-PAY THE STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE FEE

IN ORDER TO RECEIVE SERVICES.

Rebecca Huntington/Kaimin

Additional information at:
Student Health Services; Controller's Office; Registration Center

A $500
Scholarship Toward
Worry-Free
Transportation.

Pre-Approval from Ford Credit and
$500 Cash Back from Ford for College Graduates

from GRIZZLY AUTO

Ford
Credit

Your scholarship — which
means “a lot of hard work” —
earned you a degree.
It’s also earned you the
opportunity to start your career
with a new set of wheels...
5500 Ford factory cash back...
and pre-approved credit!*
All you need is a Bachelor’s or advanced
degree earned between October 1, 1990
and December 31, 1992... (you’re also
eligible if you’re currently enrolled in
graduate school)... a decision to purchase

BOM

or lease... and to take delivery
by December 31, 1992.
So let your scholarship
earn another one from us...
$500 cash back... and credit
that’s pre-approved!

*Pre-approved credit
requires verifiable employment
within 120 days of vehicle purchase
or lease, with a salary sufficient
to cover ordinary living expenses
and vehicle payments. A prior
credit history is not necessary
but, if there is one, it must
indicate payments made as agreed.

|V

Housing survey
to be conducted
By David Carkhuff
Kaimin Reporter
A housing task force represent
ing UM, the city and the county is
launching a major effort to find
solutions to Missoula’s housing
shortage, the task force coordinator
said Thursday.
Nancy Leifer said the Missoula
Housing Task Force recently ap
proved two studies which will look
at the supply and demand of hous
ing in Missoula.
The university will pay a total of
$24,000 to help fund both studies.
UM sociology Professor John
McQuiston sent out a questionnaire
last week to 400 students and 800
local residents asking about avail
ability of housing. UM will pay
$12,000 into the $25,600 survey,
with the city and county paying
$3,000 apiece and local businesses
and organizations making up the
rest, Leifer said.
The questionnaire will yield sta

FORD
Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge,
Lincoln, Mercury

tistical information on the city’s
supply of housing, she said.
Jim Todd, UM vice president of
administration and finance and a
task force committee chairman, said
the results should be ready by Sept
15.
Tuesday the task force approved
a computer system, funded by the
university atamaximum of$10,000,
which will map out housing in Mis
soula (see related story).
“The cost of finding anything in
Missoula has far exceeded the cost
of living,” Leifer said.
The task force was started in
October and is a rare case of the
university and the community work
ing together on a problem, Leifer
said.
The task force includes 25 non
profit, profit and government orga
nizations with volunteers working
in three committees. Two of the
committees will look into financ
ing of housing and regulations and
zoning this summer, Leifer said.

Computer system to aid
Missoula housing study
By David Carkhuff
Kaimin Reporter •

Ford Credit Gets You Going

Toll-Free 1-800-823-SAVE (7283)

MAGGIE SELDIN models her funky hat during a workshop
given Wednesday to assist artists entered in the “Slaves
of Missoula” fashion show. The show is open to all
designers. The deadline to apply Is today at the Crystal.
Designs, however, do not have to be completed today.
The show is May 21 and benefits Missoula Pro-Choice.

The computer monitor
shows a map of Missoula and a
click of the cursor near Mt
Sentinel lets UM geography
Professor Paul Wilson find out
where housing can be found in
that area.
This computer system will
be part of a study by Wilson
and two UM graduate students

this summer. The project was
approved Tuesday by a joint
UM-city-county housing task
force, according to UM’s vice
president of administration and
finance.
The Missoula Housing Task
Force approved the MAPINFO
project and budgeted up to
$10,000 in funding for it from
the university, Jim Todd said
Thursday. Todd is also the
See "Housing," Page 12

Racism in Montana based on stereotypes, athletes say
By Karen Coates
Kaimin Reporter

Most racism against blacks in
Montana is based on stereotypes
because so few blacks live in the
state whites don’t usually have the
chance to get to know who they
really are, two UM football players
said Thursday.
Stacy Edwards, who was bom in
a black Georgia area, said he under
stands how the two races can be
separated from each other and not
know anything except what they
hear as rumor or see on the televi
sion screen.
“All I knew of white people was
what I saw on TV,” he said. “It’s
only natural for (whites) to do the
same thing.”
He said after living in Georgia,
Los Angeles and Pasco, Wash., he
was unprepared for the extremely
white complexion of Montana’s
population.
“I was raised in a town where I
would never see a white person,” he
said. “When I came here I had never
seen so many white people before.
I was scared because I didn’t know
what to expect from Montana
people. When you hear of Mon
tana, you hear of small towns that
have super-old values.”
Carl Franks, who was bom and
raised in Stockton, Calif., said he
has seen the stereotypes about
blacks held in Montana just by the
way people look at him.
“Sometimes people are rude, but
I just pay no mind,” he said. “I just

basically ignore it, laugh at it, what
ever, because I just think it is igno
rant”
The stereotypes are perpetuated
by parents handing them down from
generation to generation, Edwards
said. “Racism is learned; it’s not
something that’s instinctive,” he
said.
Franks said all it takes to end
prejudice is forblacks and whites to
take the time to get to know each
other.
“They just have to talk to the
person instead of automatically as
suming we’re gang members—you
know, the stereotypes,” he said.
Edwards agreed. “When they
look at me, they make a judgment,
and once they get to know me ev
erything changes.”
The two football players, both
cornerbacks who came to Missoula
in August, said they quickly be
came friends because they had their
positions and their backgrounds in
common.
They are now roommates, both
in a completely different world from
where they grew up. Both agree
that there is some racism in Mon
tana, but it pales in comparison
with the violence and terror of larger
cities with greater black popula
tions.
Edwards said the values here are
not the same as those of the people
he grew up around.
“Here it’s wrong for people to
steal,” he said.
“My parents didn * t teach me this,
but I learned it wasn’t a crime to

Paige Mikelson/Kaimin

UM FOOTBALL players Cart Franks and Stacy Edwards. Edwards said Thursday he may not
stay In Montana after graduating because the state Is "too innocent.” And both agreed that
racism In Montana stems from lack of exposure to different races.

steal but it was a crime to get caught
stealing.”
He said poverty in many black
neighborhoods across the nation is
so rampant that people learn to turn
against the law to survive.
Franks said the violence in S tockton was enough to keep him inside
at times.
“Sometimes I don’t even go out
at night,” he said. "I was always
uptight. I mellowed out since I got

here. I really like it here because I
don’t have to worry about too
much.”
Edwards and Franks both said
they want to pursue careers in foot
ball, but if that doesn’t work out,
they’re not sure they would stay in
Montana.
Edwards said Montana would
be a peaceful place to start a family,
although his kids wouldn’t know
the troubles blacks have in larger

cities.
“The only thing that worries me
is that Montana people aren’t ex
posed to die real negative,” he said.
“It’s too innocent.”
Franks agreed that if he were to
raise his children in Montana, they
would be isolated from some harsh
realities.
“If they go somewhere else,
they’d probably flip out,” Franks
said.

1992 ASUM ELECTIONS

REFERENDA AND CANDIDATES

^ew:bosin
This referendum requests the
approval of a $10 per semester
fee from each full-time student
to fund the Campus Recreation
Program. The money collected
from this fee would replace
Auxiliary Services monies that
the State Board of Regents has
said the Campus Recreation
Program can no longer receive.
This fee would reduce or
eliminate all student user fees
currently charged by Campus
Recreation.

KRASIWCPEIEeS
PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT

Construction on the cloverbowl would
shift Campus Rec. to South Campus. The
selection of the cloverbowl as the
primary sight for the new B/A Building
conflicts with the 1987 Master Campus
Development Plan, which was re-affimed
in 1989, ASUM is polling students about
placement. The only other option
currently being discussed is the parking
lot behind Main Hall. The need for a new
building is evident.
Do you support the Clover Bowl as the
selected site for the construction of a
Business Administration Building?
_____YES

_____ NO
_____ UNDECIDED

1. Ed Zink/Katherine Rebish
2. Pat McCleary/Amanda Cook

BUSINESS MANAGER

1. Eric Hummel
SENATE
1. J.P. Betts
2. Colin Braudrick
3. Regina Childers-Anderson
4. Lee F. Corcoran
5. Steve Curtis
6. Geoffrey B. Easton
7. Pete Ferguson
8. Jolane Flanigin
9. Patrick M. Fox
10. Michael W. Gilboe
11. Heather Gneiting
12. Kevin R. Karr
13. Julie Keller
14. Thomas Christopher King
15. Elizabeth Larson
16. Troy Mason

NIAKE A

17. Michael Metcalf
18. Martin C. Meyer
19. Robert Nelson
20. Darren Ogle
21. Jennifer Ann Panasuk
22. Jeffrey F. St Peter
23. Alison Redenius
24. Jackson Redhom
25. Benjamin Reed
26. Chris Ruff
27. Kevin L. Stroh
28. Annie Thorgrimson
29. Jason Watson
30. Kristy Wetterling
31. Kendra Wooley

j
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Animal rights more popular, expert says
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter

The contention that animals
have rights is revolutionary,
but becoming popular in the
United States, according to an
animal rights advocate.
Dr. Tom Regan, a philoso
phy professor at North
Carolina State University, said
the generation emerging in
America is becoming more
involved in the animals* rights
movement than ever before,
even though the concept is
somewhat unprecedented.
“Now this new generation,
it is critical in actively
protesting animal abuses, in
speaking for those who cannot
speak for themselves,” he said
to an audience of about 100 in
the Social Sciences building
Thursday.
Regan cited a Gallup poll
taken in 1991 as proof of the
growing concern for animal
protection movements.
According to the poll, he said,
two in three American
teenagers actively support the
animal rights movement, and
one in three are staunch ethical
treatment activists.
The increase is surprising,
Regan said, considering the
political force exerted by
special interest groups like the

beef and fur industries to suffo
cate the movement.
The pork and poultry indus
tries, entertainment businesses
and the medical field also put
considerable effort into discredit
ing the movement, he said, by
propagating lies about the
activists.
“You repeat a lie and it
becomes fact in the public
image,” he said.
Myths, such as that the animal

rights movement is terroristic, and
portrays the activists as extremists
who use violence to prove their
point, Regan said. That thought,
he said, is simply not the case.
“Again I’d like to say that we
are Norman Rockwell Americans,
straight off the cover of the
Saturday Evening Post,” he said.
“Except no turkey for Thanksgiv
ing, please.”
Regan said animals are equal
to humans because they are aware

of their existence and sur
roundings.
Consequently, he said,
they deserve the liberty of
living a cruelty-free life,
without being used in
scientific experiments or as
livestock.
He encouraged the
audience to research the
subject of animal rights, and
to draw a conclusion based on
that.

Activism portrayed as violent, professor says
By Daniel J. Bennett
for the Kaimin
Powerful government officials who support cer
tain special interests are attempting to convince the
public that there is a violent movement in all
extreme activism, be it the animal rights movement
or the anti-nuclear movement, a moral philosopher
said Thursday at UM.
Tom Regan, a professor of philosophy at North
Carolina State University, warned that this govern
ment attack can go beyond the person and include
the person’s profession as well.
In a lecture titled, “Ivory Towers Do Not a
Prison Make: Values and Philosophical Advo
cacy,” Regan, a staunch animal rights activist, said
decisions were made by the government and other
national associations in 1988 on how to deal quickly
and swiftly with the animal rights movement.
“In 1988, the American Medical Association
said that animal rights activists must be shown to be
anti-science, anti-rational and dangerous to the
public,” Regan said.

And the supporters ofthese special interest groups
have painted a picture of animal rights activists as
violent people and this has partially succeeded in
swaying public opinion, Regan said. “But this is
certainly not true,” he said.
This attack does not stop just at the animal rights
activists, but goes on to other special interest groups
as well. “The stronger the special interests are, the
more they will lie, cheat and steal to retain their
power,” said Regan.
There is a trend toward silencing the message by
destroying the messenger, Regan said. And govern
ment officials are succeeding in this by not discred
iting the message, but rather discrediting the activ
ist
Regan said he supports non-violent civil disobe
dience because he believes that violence does not
change anything.
“The power ofeducation is much more important
than the power of violence,” he said.
However, Regan said that people cannot just
expect reform, but rather they must be extremists
and be willing to go to jail for that reform.

CLARIFICATION
A May 14 story preview
ing Pat Williams and Ron
Marienee’s Mansfield con
ference lecture stated Wil
liams has led the fight to stop
oil exploration in Montana.
Joe Lamson, Williams’ cam
paign manager, clarified
Thursday that Williams is
against exploration and drill
ing in the Bob Marshall Wil
derness.

WAPS

Friday, May 15
•Play — Moliere’s
“Tartuffe,” 7:30 p.m., Main Hall
210, also Saturday.
•ASUM Programming—
music by the Blue Mountain
Boys, noon, Library Mall.
Sunday, May 17
•Mansfield Conference—
"Nature and Environmental
Values: An Historical Perspec
tive,” by Carolyn Merchant,
7:30 p.m., Montana Theatre
Monday, May 18
•Mansfield Conference—
"Environmental Values and
Dispute Resolution,” by Pro
fessor Lawrence Susskind, 1
p.m., Montana Theatre.
•Mansfield Conference—
"Reflections on Nature as Re
source and Home,” by U.S.
Reps. Ron Marlenee and Pat
Williams, 7:30 p.m., Montana
Theatre.

ClassifiedS
LOST AND FOUND -------Lost: keys with bullet key ring. Contact Tim,
721-0401. Reward offered.
Lost: in UC study lounge or outside room
LA 103 A Theory of Justice by John Rawls.
If found please call BC at 543-7576.

Lost: 4 keys attached to small silver spur call 721-5934.
Lost: Daily Planner/address book. Brown
with snap closure. Call 243-1763.

Lost: “Modem Physical Geology” textbook.
If found, please call 543-8297 or 544-1890.
Leave message on answering machine (5441890) if I don’t answer.
Found: Shane Bravard your notebook is in
Chem Bldg. Call 243-4765.
Ladies jean jacket in school of business. ID
in BA 205.

Found: Jeremy Gilbertson: your wallet is
at the UC Info. desk.

understands. Support meeting today! At the
Lifeboat at 8 pm. or write LAMBDA
Outreach Box 7611 Msla. MT 59807.

dcvelopemcntal disabilities. Job description
available at 3000 Russell. Resumes must be
retrieved by the YMCA by May 21. 5-13-4

HELPWANTED ---------------

YMCA Caravan Camp Leader. Volunteer
position open for a responsible person.
Position involves traveling with ten teens on
an eleven day camping trip to California. Job
description available al 3000Rus sell. Submit
YMCA application by May 21.

$40,000/yr! READBOOKS and TVScripts.
Fill out simple “like/don't like” form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour
Recording
801-379-2925
Copyri ghtAMTl 1KEB.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
fisheries. Eam $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male or
female. For employment program call
Student Employment Services at 1-206-5454155 ext. 1480.

WANTED - Outstanding young college
students at least 20 years of age for cooking
and housekeeping at large CDA Lake
summer home from June 10 until September
20. Separate living quarters provided. Only
respon sible and q ualified need appl y. Salary
$975 per month. Write Personnel Director,
P.O. Box 2288, CDA, ID, 83814.

PERSONALS-----------------CELEBRATE DIVERSITY AND
WORK FOR EQUAL ACCESS!
VOTE J.P. BETTS - ASUM SENATE.

ARTISTS: strut your stuff al SLAVES OF
MISSOULA.
G • get ready for the
BIG HUG - B

Congratulations are in order for the original
proverbial Elf Dude, who retires Friday
after 2 years of diligence, hard work,
endurance, and good cheer. We’ll miss you.

C°~DEPENDANTS ANONYMOUS
MEETING ON MONDAY, NOON, 3RD
fLOOR, MONTANA ROOMS, UC.

CRUISE SHU’S NOW HIRING Eam
$2.000+/month + world travel. Holiday,
Summer and Career Employment available.
No experience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-545-4155 ext. C613.
Now hiring for full time lol attendant. For
application stop by Flanagan’s Mazda/Jeep/
Eagle, 1700Stephens. No phone calls pl ease.
EOE

Need two students for gardening and some
housework. No mowing. For details call
728-5418.
1 to 2 students needed, interested in working
in a case management program located on
campus. Part time, 10-20 hours/wk. Human
services majors are encouraged to apply. All
majors will be considered. Pay starts at $5/h r
+ DOQ, contact VVCAP 243-4131.

G»y, lesbian, bisexual? LAMBDA Alliance

YMCA Adaptive Coordinator Position open.
Applicant must have experience working
with children and/or adults with

YMCA Teen Adventure Camp Coordinator
and Leader. Two six week summer positions
open. Need person with strong background
in mountaineering, rafting, camping and
outdoor recreation. Must have ability to teach
the basics and get along with teenagers. Job
descri tpion a vaila ble at 3000 Ru s sell. S ubmil
a YMCA application by May 21.

YMCA Summer Youth Employment
Program Coordinator. Part-time summer
position open for motivated and responsible
adult who enjoys working with teenagers.
Job description available al 3000 Russell.
Submit YMCA application by May 30.
PA ID INTERN! SHI P with COOPER ARMS
(Stevensville) for student with computer/
business/accounting background, deadline:
May 21 sl VECTOR MARKETING CORP.
(Missoula) needs sales intern. APPLY ASAP
at CoopEd, 162 Lodge.

Need two students for gardening and some
housework. No mowing. For details, call
728-5418.

CASH BONUS. PROMOTIONS FOR
COLLEGE CREDITS. DON’T GET A
SUMMER JOB. GET A PART-TIME
CAREER. ARMY RESERVE. SFC
PEDERSEN. 728-5024.

SERVICES
REDUCE WASTE AND SAVE $.
Use remanufactured laser printer and
personal copier toner cartridges. Save 50%.
Fully guaranteed. Call DIAMOND Imaging
Inc. 542-7760. Free pick-up and delivery.

TYPING
WORDPERFECT TYPING. BERTA 2514125.

$130. Memorex Universal Remote for TV,
VCR & 2 other components $20. 543-7208
or 243-4310.

AUTOMOTIVE---------------WORDPERFECT,
FAST,
REASONABLE, LYN 728-5223.

FAST, EFFICIENT, EXPERIENCED
TYPIST USING WORD PROCESSOR.
TERM PAPERS, RESUMES, ETC.
CALL SONJA, 543-8565.
FAST ACCURATE VERNA BROWN
543-3782.

TRANSPORTATION -------One way to Newark, NJ leaving June 9 via
Denver $150 obo. Call Stu ext. 4502 or 2512082.
One way plane ticket to Boston June 17,
$150 obo 542-3879.

One way plane ticket - Missoula-Oakland
June 6 $150 obo. 542-7635.

ENTRIES WANTED ’
LASTCHANCE TO ENTER SLA VES OF
MISSOULA FRIDAY, MAY 15TH

*82 Ford Escort. New tires, brakes, axles,
reliable. $1,100. 273-0973.

FOR RENT---------------------Know your rights
Booklet containing current MT landlord tenant statutes. $5.95 to:
C.F.Q Research
P.O. Box 1923
Bozeman MT 59771
For Rent: 3 bedroom home 1327 Arthur
June 15 - Aug. 15. Prefer family. Perfect for
visiting summer school faculty. Call Bob
Varker - 545-5821.

ROOMMATES NEEDED “
2 room ates needed to share 3 bedroom house.
One bedroom in basement. Near bus line,
$145 +1/3 utilities. Call 543-4553.
2 roommates needed for summer. Must be
MATURE, clean, non-smoker. Rattlesnake
area; $150, month + split utilities. Females
preferred 549-6695.

FOR SALE ---------------------HAIRSTYLIST----------------WANTED ----------------------

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES................................ $200
86 VW.................................................. $50
87 MERCEDES................................ .$100
65 MUSTANG.................................. $50
Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE
24 Hour Recording Reveals Giveaway
Prices.
801-379-2929
Copyright
#MT11KJC.

ALSO MAKEUP PEOPLE FOR SLAVES
OF MISSOULA FASHION SHOW,
BENEFIT FOR MISSOULA PRO
CHOICE

Minolta Maxxum7oooi 80-20mm AFZoom
lens, 50mm AF lens, 32OOi flash,
programmable for auto or manual, camera
bag, new $1000. Asking $700. 728-5707.

SLAVES OF MISSOULA BENEFIT
FASHION SHOW FOR MISSOULA
PRO-CHOICE. TICKETS $5. MAY 21,
CRYSTAL THEATRE.

125 Watt stereo with 3-way tower speakers.
Turntable, Tuner, Dual Cassette, EQ,
Remote, Cabinet. $400. 6-Disc changer

FASHION EVENT-----

12

^sss

Mansfield c°nilnued,r^2iae0ne
tion Monday concerning techniques to resolve
environmental disputes. Susskind s speech, West
said, will best reflect the center’s purpose because
it will focus upon how to resolve conflict, a major
facet of Mike Mansfield’s career.
“Mike Mansfield was the ultimate mediator
during his years as a senator and as ambassador to
Japan,” West said. “Susskind’s work embodies
that.”
Following Susskind Monday, U.S. Reps. Pat
Williams and Ron Marlenee will offer their
reflections on living in Montana, where nature and
environmental matters permeate daily life. The
congressmen, who are in competition for the
state’s only U.S. Representative’s seat, will speak

at 7:30 p.m.
Physicist Vandana Shiva, director of the
Research Foundation for Science, Technology and
Natural Resource Policy in India, will discuss the
role ecological issues play in traditional societies.
Shiva, who will speak May 19 at 1 p.m., is
internationally known for advocating solutions to
environmental problems of the indigenous peoples
of South Asia.

Bruce Babbitt, a former governor of Arizona,
will close the conference with a discussion on the
U.S. role in shaping global environmental policy.
Babbitt, who ran for the Democratic presidential
nomination in 1988, practices law in Phoenix.
His work concentrates on natural resources use,
water law and environmental regulations.
Babbitt is president of the National League of
Conservation Voters, and holds a geophysics
degree from England’s University of Newcastle, in
addition to a Harvard law degree. He will speak
May 19 at 7:30 p.m.
The lectures will be complemented by panel
discussions with conference speakers and others
from various state departments and disciplines.
The first panel, on May 18, will deal with
environmental dispute resolution in Montana. The
panelists will talk about wilderness management
and land- use planning in the state.
The second panel discussion will be on May 19,
and will concern how indigenous populations
throughout the world are affected by environmental
policy. Both panels will begin at 3 p.m. in Main
Hail 210.

SUPPORT CAMPUS RECREATION
You will be asked to support a new fee during the
ASUM general election. This new fee WILL
eliminate current campus rec user fees. This IS NOT a
fee that will be an addition to your current fees.
This fee is designed to fund the operations of
campus recreation. With out the fee there will be a
severere reduction in the amount of services campus
recreation provides next year.

PLEASE VOTE YES FOR CAMPUS
RECREATION!!!

VOTE

VOTE

VOTE

VOTE®

The ASUM general elections will be on Wednesday,
May 20th and Thursday, May 21st Take an active
role in your student government
CANDIDATES FOR ASUM OFFICES:

Regents

H O U S *1 PI C] Cont|nued from Page Nine

PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT

Continued from Page One
ASUM Sen. Jeff St. Peter said,
“Nontraditionals are not addressed
in the (regents’) admission pro
posals. We’re not sure how the
nontrads will be affected.”
According to ASUM Vice
President Dana Wickstrom, older
or nontraditional students should
be allowed to “start with clean
slates” and not be penalized for
poor high school grades and test
scores. The regents propose that
incoming students should be re
quired to have a 2.5 GPA or place
in the upper half of their graduat
ing class or score 22 or higher on
the ACT aptitude test.
Pre-med sophomore Chris
Krumm, a traditional student, said
his high school performance
would bar him from the univer
sity system under the regents’ pro
vision.
“Myself, I did horrible in high
school,” he said. “Because they
let me in with low standards, right
now I have a 4.0 GPA.”
Krumm added, “High school
is not always an indication of how
well students can do.”
Missoula Regent Kermit
Schwanke said after the meeting
that he was pleased with the turn
out and diversity of nontraditional
and nonresident students. The next
regent meeting is in Havre on
May 20.

chairman of one of the three task force committees.
“It will permit them to map the community,” Todd said. “The
software is sophisticated enough to tell costs and locations of
rental properties.”
Wilson said the program can be asked questions about the
location of housing, and MAPINFO will answer with figures on
the screen. Rates of rental property and the supply of housing in
given areas will be stored in the computer’s database, he said.
Todd said the task force has not decided whether to make
MAPINFO accessible to students and the community. However,
the software will help the task force study Missoula’s lack of
affordable housing and try to find solutions, according to task
force coordinator Nancy Leifer.

Male & Female Exams
728-5490

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
WOMEN STUDENTS:
PLEASE RESPOND TO
AN IMPORTANT SURVEY!
Sponsored by a number of campus organiza
tions, the Sexual Victimization Survey is
designed to help the university community
learn more about sexual victimization of
women. Please provide your response to the
survey you recently received in the mail.

TTJEHE UKWWiSffEY Off
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ATTENTION, ANYONE WITH AN
INTEREST IN BUSINESS OR
ADVERTISING...

MONTANA KAIMIN
is accepting applications for, Advertisng
Representatives, University Representative,
Production Manager, Production Assistant and
Office Assistant for the 1992-93 school year.
Applications available in Jour 206. Due
back Wed., May 27 by 5:00 p.m.

1. Ed Zink/Katherine Rebish
2. Pat McCleary/Amanda Cook

BUSINESS MANAGER
1. Eric H ummel

SENATE
1. JBetti
2. Colin Bmudrick
3. Regina Childen-Anderson
4. Lee F. Cocoon
5. Steve Curtis
6. Geoffrey B. Easton
7. Pete Ferguson
8. Jolane Fianigin
9. Patrick M. Fax
10. Michael W.Gilboe
1 I. Heather Gneiti ng
12. Kevin R. Kan13. Julie Keller
14. Thomas Christopher King
15. Elizabeth Larson

16. Troy Mason
17. Michael Metcalf
18. Martin C. Meyer
19. Robert Nelson
20. Darren Ogle
21. Jennifer Ann Panasuk
22. Jeffrey F. Sc Peter
23. Alison Redenkis
24. Jackson Redhom
25. Benjamin Reed
27. Chris Ruff
28. Kevin L. Stroh
29. Annie Thorgrimson
30. Jason Watson
31. Kristy Weueriing
32. Kendra Wooley

LET US KNOW
Stop by the ASUM table every Wednesday in the University
Center and let us know what is on your mind.

Galen Hollenbaugh

OFFICERS/ADVISORS
Galen Hollenbaugh, ASUM President
Dana Wickstrom, ASUM Vice-President

Eric Hummel, Business Manager

SENATORS

